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CROSSWORDS ON QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES
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 1  Property of a quantum operator 
 2  Big atoms
  3    Up or down
 4 Inequality
 5 Obeys the Schödinger equation
 6 Paradox
 7 Bob's friend
 8    Only with bosons
 9  Physical quantity that can  

be measured
 10  States with less uncertainty  

in one quadrature
 11 First condensate
 12  Doppler, Sisyphus  

or evaporative
 13   Basic unit in  

quantum computing
 14  Only in quantum  

mechanics
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 Finally in 2015, the results of 3 
"loophole-free" experiments were pu-
blished [8-11]. Let us briefly describe 
the one performed by M. Giustina 
and co-workers in A. Zeilinger's group 
in the basement of the Hofburg castle 
in Vienna [10]: the entangled state is 
generated by spontaneous parame-
tric down conversion in a periodically 
poled nonlinear crystal and collected 
in two single mode fibers, at a rate 
of 3000 pairs per second. While the 
photons are in flight, fast random nu-
mber generators choose the two  po-
larization measurement settings. The 
distances between Alice, Bob, and the 
entangled state generator, of 30m, are 
large enough to prevent any kind of 
causal physical link between them. The 
detector quantum efficiency is 98%, 
thanks to the use of TES supraconduc-
ting Single Photon Detectors amplified 
by SQUID. In these optimized experi-
mental conditions, Bell inequality is 
violated by 11.5 standard deviations 
on a sample of 3,5.109 photon pairs.

After these experiments no serious 
physicist can now object that the hy-
pothesis of local realistic hidden va-
riables is ruled out by experiments 

and that an entangled state must be 
considered as a global, inseparable, 
entity whatever the distance between 
its two parties. In addition we must ad-
mit that the randomness of Quantum 
measurements cannot be related to 
our lack of knowledge about the sys-
tem. The non-existence of random 
hidden parameters tells us that it will 
not be possible to predict for example 
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when exactly an atom will decay by 
spontaneous emission: the quantum 
randomness is intrinsic.

Let us finally stress that Bell inequa-
lity violating entangled states are not 
only objects of basic theoretical inte-
rest. They are now privileged quan-
tum resources used in applications, 
such as Quantum Key Distribution 
and Quantum Teleportation. 


